Leading a Digital School Conference returns

WBNest’s popular digital education conference has returned to its original name for the 2015 meeting.

“We polled our delegates and they told us that Leading a Digital School is a much better definition of what the conference is all about. The name signifies the exciting work being undertaken by educators who are leading their schools and classrooms in a disruptive digital world,” Executive Director Margo Metcalf says.

“Many delegates come back year after year and we’re looking forward to welcoming them in Melbourne at the Crown Conference Centre on Thursday 20th August… we have a great program lined up with top speakers.

“This is a real learning event. The comprehensive choice of breakouts are great learning opportunities and the small numbers in each session will mean that conversation and ideas flow freely.”

Themes for the 2015 conference are BYOT (Thursday), Flipping Learning (Friday) and Change Now (Saturday) to draw together the ideas and conclusion of the first two days. There will be two keynotes and a wide choice of breakout sessions for each theme. This year’s expert keynotes are Jill Hobson, Mal Lee, Martin Levins, Jon Bergman, Phil Stubbs, Lee Crockett and Will Richardson.

Jill Hobson, Senior Education Strategist with Promethean will present the first BYOT keynote on Transforming the Learning Landscape with BYOT. She warns that as teachers introduce BYOT, fundamental changes in the learning process will occur and new strategies will be needed for managing classrooms.

Mal Lee and Martin Levins are co-authors of Bring your own technology (Lee & Levins...
Are Your Staff Time-Poor, Stressed And Feeling Overloaded?

Book Robyn Pearce, international time management specialist and your ET columnist, for your next teachers’ conference or Teacher-Only day. She travels regularly to Australia.

To discuss: admin@gettingagrip.com or call Robyn direct on 0011 64 275 846 348
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